
Draft

South Reading

Patient Voice Minutes

1. Welcome and Apologies

Date 20th July 2016

Location Reading Community Learning Centre

Present Libby Stroud, Pembroke
James Penn, Milman Road, Dr Mittal,
Shaheen Kausar, Chatham Street
Tom Lake, Pembroke Surgery
Douglas Dean, Westwood Road Surgery
Christopher Mott, Milman Road, Dr Kumar
Caroline Langdon, Russell Street Surgery
John Missenden, Melrose Surgery
Michael Montague, Melrose

Apologies Pat Bunch, Healthwatch
Phil Lowry, UHC
Joan Lloyd

2. Minutes and matters arising Minutes accepted with minor corrections.

17, Craven Road, GP Health Centre - TL had asked about this at the Royal Berkshire Hospital Foundation Trust AGM.
The RBH trust was reviewing its position and plans and had withdrawn the land from sale expecting it to be required by
its own plans.

3. Patient Engagement in NHS Decision Making

Wendy Bower (WB) introduced herself noting that she also was Lay Member of the South Reading CCG Governing Body
for patient and public engagement. She also introduced Nicky Mallin (NM) from the CSU, who would be handling Reading
CCGs’ communications.

In South Reading there were big variances in PPGs. WB had started talks with Council of Practices to get PPGs across
the patch.

Priorities around seldom heard groups.

South Reading had a huge population of seldom heard groups. There will be a CCG Governing Body meeting in public and
an AGM. Need to look at other interactions this year.

JP: mentioned our outreach at Morrisons. We had talked to about 100 people and asked about their most recent interaction
with NHS. Appreciation for RBH. Usual comments on difficulty of getting a GP appt or seeing a named GP.

LS: East Reading has a lot of people seldom heard from but seem not to be mentioned so often.

SK: We see women having many different first languages here. I have had women come with a prescription and I have had
to take them to the pharmacy and show them how to obtain the medicine and what to do with it.

LS: As a receptionist at a surgery with a lot of South Asian patients we have had to explain these things time and again.

WB: We need to be aware that this is not a quick fix matter and we need to use our partners in Healthwatch and Reading
Voluntary Action to reach different groups.

WB: The engagement team of the CSU working for the CCG will partner with the Borough Council and other partners in
trying to reach these people.

LS: What about people with learning difficulies or sensory difficulties?

WB: Yes, we need to reach them too.

CL: Do we know how many Nepalis there are in our area?

WB: Not really. Many are not registered with GPs, or counted in counted in the census.
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SK: We presented to Rushmoor Council about our work here last year.

(South Reading CCG will be adopting some of the methods used by MacMillan re cancer screening and diagnosis in the
Nepali community in the Rushmoor area - we should hear about this later this year.)

CM: My concern is how decisions are made. Good ideas come from here, from the North and from other sources. Committees
have strengths and weaknesses. Responsibilities can be passed from one group to another. Ideas need to translated into
action. I expect you Wendy have had this experience too.

WB: We revisited the purposes of the Engagement Strategy group last week. We need to put that in order.

CM: We all get tied up in large scale changes. But engagement has to be taken seriously for itself.

NM: Organisations expect people to go to them but they need to go out.

TL: I have been told that deaf people with British Sign Langugage as their first language see written English as a foreign
language and may not be very proficient in it - so written material for them should adhere to simple communication standards.

LS: Word order in BSL is different from English.

CM: At our surgery only 20way regular attenders.

JM: Question of registering with a GP. Govt keeps tabs on people through their NHS number - not NI number. The
statistical cost per patient includes the ones who never attend. Chucking non-attenders off the GP’s register is a silly idea.
When they turn up at A&E there will be no records. In an insurance system you have to pay for those who are well as well
as those who are ill. It is an insurance system.

We need to ensure that everyone in the country is registered with a GP. It should be compulsory.

TL: Our PPG seems to be virtual except for 2 individuals invited by the lead GP.

WB: This is a good opportunity to look at things differently.

SK: I was the only attendee at one meeting. Then I never received another invitation.

DD: My practice is just starting a PPG. But it doesn’t cater for those not on the internet.

WM: There is no silver bullet - we need different methods. ‘ NM: I thought I would just talk through our agreed plan. As
we are part way through, some of this may be achieved.

We are working on communicating the CCGs plans. Hopefully some of you attended some of our public events. The report
will be out when we have checked it.

NM:You may be aware of the integration programme across Western Berkshire. All the local authorities, CCGs etc looking
at common problems. Services for the frail elderly are one area on which they will be collaborating.

Then we will be having the Accountable Care System which I shall be learning about tomorrow! CCGs, providers and local
authorities working together.

TL, SK, CM: discussion about how priorities are derived for reaching hard-to-reach communities. TL noted that far from
being seldom heard, he had heard about the Nepali and Polish communities at nearly every meeting for several years, yet
they were small minorities, while the economically deprived (who may sometimes be the same people) were rarely mentioned.

NM: We will be moving forward with the Digital NHS. Firstly the Connected Care programme will allow district nurses,
social workers, A&E clinicians, to see the patient’s GP records (with permission if the patient is capable of giving it). We
will be communicating about this.. Allows GPs and hospital doctors to access records across the system.

NM: What is the target date for Connected Care? A pilot has just started. It will be in operation within 12-18 months.

LS: This is different from Care.Data which has just been cancelled. That was a national programme for accumulating
anonymised data about all patients from GP surgeries which could be combined with hospital records in statistical studies
of disease, treatment and its effectiveness.

JM: are GPs now required to have systems compatible with the hospital standards?

WB: You need to invite someone who is expert in Connected Care. (Note: The system is based on interoperability rather
than uniformity.)

SK: Staff will needed to be trained as well.

LS: We have overrun our time with the interest in this discussion. We shall have to ask our planned questions by correspon-
dence. Thank you both very much for coming.

CM: Many of those topics mentioned require publicity but there has not been patient engagement so far.

Michael M reported that electronic prescriptions did not seem to be working adequately. Pharmacies may not understand
fully how to find them.
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DD: Westwood Road has a real PPG instead of a virtual PPG. CQC inspection soon - DD to be interviewed on 27 July.

CM: Kumar will temporarily will be on top floor temporarily for 6 weeks while the extensions are connected up. After the
death of Dr Mayli there has been much disruption to the practice. The upper practice owns the building and charges Dr
Kumar’s practice rent - the state of the practice concerns me. I would stsrongly recommend having a proper (non-virtual)
PPG.

Resolved to write to Dr Thava regarding our concerns about continuity of care - circulate draft to usual group.

LS: Finance is very much an issue.

AOB:

Healthwatch AGM tomorrow with a panel session on the workforce at GP practices.

CCG Board meeting on Wed 7th September at MERL.

HWB in public FRiday 7th October 2pm - 4pm.

PESG Tuesday 11th October 3pm -5.30pm.
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